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I. INTRODUCTORY AND HISTORICAL DISCUSSION
By F. T. M avis
1. Preliminary Statement.-—The problems of transportation of 
detritus by flowing water may be important in the design and 
operation of power and irrigation canals and in the design and 
maintenance of navigable waterways. In  artificial channels of 
regular cross section the problems are perhaps amenable to solution 
on the basis of empirical rules interpreted in the light of good 
engineering practice under closely related circumstances. In natural 
waterways, however, the problems are likely to be more complex 
because fewer factors are under control and a satisfactory solution 
of those problems becomes increasingly more important as the mag­
nitude of the project increases. Engineers today are more and 
more turning to the river hydraulics laboratories to study these 
problems on a small scale by means of models.
I t  would be folly to assume that a proposed system of control 
works for an erodible channel will be effective merely because that 
system of works appears to be effective in a small scale model. Per­
fect similarity between model and prototype is a goal which can 
not be reached in the case of geometrical models of streams with 
erodible beds. Consequently the interpretation of laboratory tests 
of river models in which transportation of detritus is a significant 
factor becomes a matter of considerable importance and one which 
is not yet reducible to simple rules. A careful study of both the 
model and the prototype and a correlation of observations in the 
laboratory and in the field will undoubtedly lead to a better under­
standing of the complex phenomena of transportation of sediment 
and detritus by flowing water.
The usual procedure preliminary to the design and construction 
of an erodible bed model has been to conduct a series of tests upon 
the material to be used for the bed, determining what limits of 
slope, depth, or mean velocity in the model are congruous with the 
corresponding limits in the prototype. While this over-all empirical 
determination of the suitability of a given material will necessarily 
continue to be an important part of the study of erodible bed models 
it would seem that more elemental hypotheses and bases for the 
design of these models might be established.
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This paper, therefore, has been prepared with two objectives in 
view—
(a) To select and to abstract representative investigations of the 
transportation of solids by flowing water, and
(b) To present a relationship between the competent bottom 
velocity of water in model channels of regular section, cor­
responding to impending motion of the stream bed, and the 
size and specific gravity of the granular materials which 
constitute the bed.
The former is the outgrowth of a critical review of a voluminous 
literature on the transportation of detritus. The latter is the re­
sult of an analysis of investigations conducted in the laboratory 
of the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research.
The formulas derived in Chapter III  are in substantial agree­
ment with the laboratory tests. It is proposed that additional tests 
be conducted in the river flume at the laboratory, in a channel 10 
ft. wide with depths of water ranging to a maximum of about 8 ft., 
to determine whether the same relations hold for depths approach­
ing those used in the design of inland waterways and barge canals. 
Whether or not the particular formulas prove to be valid over the 
entire range from model to prototype, they should be useful in the 
design of the models themselves.
2. Acknowledgments.—The experiments described in Chapter 
I I  were conducted in the laboratory of the Iowa Institute of 
Hydraulic Research—an integral part of the College of Engineer­
ing of which C. C. W illia m s  is Dean. P rof . F. T. M avis is Asso­
ciate Director in Charge of the Laboratory.
The studies by C h it t y  Ho, completed in 1933, were under the 
direction of S. M. W oodward, professor of mechanics and hydrau­
lics, and those of Y u n -C h e n g  T u , completed in 1934, were under 
the direction of F. T. M avis, associate professor of mechanics and 
hydraulics. Grateful acknowledgment is made of the suggestions 
and assistance of F. A. N agler, late professor of hydraulic en­
gineering; A. C. T rowbridge and A. C. T ester , professors of 
geology; D. L. Y a r n ell , senior drainage engineer, U. S. Depart­
ment of Agriculture; M. E. N elson , associate engineer, U. S. En­
gineer Department; and other members of the staff of the Iowa 
Institute of Hydraulic Research.
P rof . H ardy C ross a n d  D ea n  M. L. E nger  of th e  College of
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Engineering, University of Illinois, read the manuscript and the 
author is indebted to them for many helpful suggestions.
C. W. K in n e y  and A ndreas L tjksch , research assistants in 
hydraulic engineering, and 0 . J. B a ld w in , instructor in engineer­
ing drawing, the State University of Iowa, assisted in analyzing 
and checking the data presented in Chapter II.
3. Methods of Transportation.—Sediment and detritus may be 
transported by flowing water in three ways: (a) the solid particles 
may be dragged or rolled along the bed of a channel in traction;
(b) they may be continuously enveloped by flowing water and 
transported in suspension; or (c) they may skip through the water- 
in saltation, that is, they may move alternately in traction and 
suspension, or bound along the bed of the channel.
Sedimentary materials may, as the result of chemical, physical, 
or biological processes, take on the form of a solution, a suspension, 
or a scum. Conversely, solutions, suspensions, and aggregations 
of floating particles may, under proper conditions, release a pre­
cipitate which takes on the form of a sedimentary material.
4. Importance of the Problem.—It was estimated on the basis 
of observations by Humphreys and Abbott, that the Mississippi 
River transports to the Gulf a total of 450,000,000 tons of solid 
matter annually (roughly 300,000,000 cu. yd.) of which approxi­
mately 90 per cent is in suspension and 10 per cent is in traction.1 
Twenhofel2 quotes estimates that all the rivers of the world carry 
about 40 times2a as much solid matter as the Mississippi River and 
that the streams of the United States transport a total of 513,000,000 
tons2b to the sea annually.
The relative amounts of bed load and suspended load vary widely 
for different rivers and for different locations or stages on the same 
river. It is reasonable to expect that the same sand grains may 
be at rest on the bottom of a stream, or that they may move in 
traction, saltation, or suspension, depending upon the stage of the 
stream and upon varying currents and disturbances. Estimates 
for the Mississippi River near its mouth, above quoted, indicate 
the bed load is about 1 /10 the total solid discharge annually. Similar
1 Hum phreys, A. A., and  Abbott, H . L., “The Physics and  H ydrau lics  of the Mississippi 
R iver,” (1861) p. 149.
2 Twenhofel, W. H ., “Treatise on Sedim entation." (1926) p. 149.
2a Salisbury, R . D., “Physiography,” (1907 ),  p. 122.
2b Dole, R. B., and  Stabler, H ., “D enudation ,” W ater S u p p ly  P aper No. 234, U. S.
Geological Survey (1909) p. 83.
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estimates3 for the Rio Grande River at San Marcial, N. Mex.,3a 
place the bed load at 1/7 the total; for the Colorado River at Yuma, 
Ariz., 3b 1/5; for the Coeur d ’Alene River, at Rose Lake, Idaho,30 
1/2. A particularly high proportion of bed load, estimated for the 
Rhone River by Guerard4 was 3/4 of the total discharge of solid 
matter.
Although the bed load may be a relatively small part of the 
total load carried by a stream it is by no means less important than 
the suspended load. In  a navigable stream it is the bed load which 
is chiefly deposited in the shoals and crossings. In  a power canal 
bed load is often the most troublesome cause of fouling in stable 
channels. I t  is the principal component of the foreset beds of 
deltas and alluvial fans which form at the mouths of rivers.
5. Aspects of the Study of Bed Load Movement.—The three 
major aspects of the study of bed load movement are (a) deter­
minations of competence, (b) determinations of capacity, and (c) 
determinations of load.
Under some conditions a stream is unable to move materials which 
make up its bed; under other conditions it is able to effect a dis­
placement by rolling, sliding, or lifting grains or stones from a 
position of rest on the bed. The condition, or combination of cir­
cumstances, which exists when the grains or stones are in a state 
of impending motion is said to be a competent condition or com­
petent combination of factors.
The capacity of a stream, under a given set of conditions, is the 
maximum weight of solid matter which it can transport in a unit 
of time under the given conditions. The capacity of a stream will 
vary mainly with the slope of a stream, with its discharge, velocity 
distribution, shape, and bedding, and with the size, shape, specific 
gravity, gradation, mixing, and velocity of the grains or pebbles 
moved. The capacity of a stream, then, is the maximum load which 
it can carry under a given set of conditions.
The load of a stream is the weight of solid matter which the water 
is actually transporting in a unit of time under given conditions. 
Because of a deficiency of materials available for transportation,
3 Quoted by Stevens, J .  C., “The Silt Problem ,” Proceedings , Am. Soc. O.E., Oct. 1934, 
pp. 1195-1204.
3a Follett, W. W., “ Silt in  the Rio G rande,” E ngineering  N ew s, J a n .  1, 1914.
3b Fortier, S., and  Blaney, H . F . f “ Silt in  the Colorado R iver and its Relation to 
Ir r ig a tio n ,” U. S. D epartm ent of A griculture, Technical B u lle tin  67 (1928) 
p. 53.
3C Stevens, J .  C., loc. cit., p. 1204.
4 Quoted by Y ernon-H arcourt, L. F ., “The T ra in in g  of R ivers I llu s tra ted  by the  R e ­
sults of V arious T ra in in g  W orks,” M inutes o f Proceedings, In s t .  C.E., 118:1-46 (1894).
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the load of a stream may often be less than its capacity, and it 
approaches capacity as the upper limiting value.
6. Scope.—This paper is restricted to a discussion of some of 
the problems of transportation of solid particles which are rolled 
or dragged along the bed of a channel in traction.
Out of the voluminous literature5 the writer has attempted to 
select and to classify bits which have appeared to him to be sig­
nificant or interesting. To attempt to include or even to mention 
in a brief paper a large number of contributions to the subject 
would be wholly out of the question. An attempt has been made, 
therefore, to select studies which appear to be representative of 
each particular group of investigations.
Certain early observations and rules are presented because they 
are of historic interest, and also because some of the rules formu­
lated more than 200 years ago are not wholly invalid today. Other 
observations and investigations are presented because they reflect 
different approaches which may be helpful in studying the prob­
lems of transportation of solids by flowing water. These approaches 
may be classified broadly as follows:
(a) Opinions and in tegra ted  experience based on observations of 
full-size canals and rivers in operation.
(b) Studies of small-scale river and canal models in a laboratory 
under conditions sim ulating those in nature.
(c) Studies of idealized sections of an open channel w ith  an erodible 
bed under controlled conditions in the laboratory.
(d) Investigation  in  the laboratory  to determine the forces exerted 
on spheres or single grains of a m ateria l as they move through 
w ater.
(e) M athem atical analyses of certain analogous problems by the 
methods of hydrodynamics.
The main part of the paper presents the results of laboratory 
experiments performed at the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research 
to determine competent bottom velocities for uni-granular materials 
of various sizes.
7. Variables.—The variables which may enter into the prob­
lems of bed load movement may be classified, with some overlapping
5 “Bibliography on the Subject of T ransporta tion  of Solids by Flowing W ater in  Open 
Channels” w as compiled from  a num ber of sources by the B u reau  of Reclamation, U. S. 
D epartm ent of the  In te rio r, Denver, and  prepared  in  mimeographed form  in M arch, 1933. 
This includes more than  one-thousand en tries  dealing w ith  all forms of transporta tion .
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to be sure, in seven broad categories as indicated in the following 
outline :
Material
d =  diameter of particle (or “ equivalent”  diameter) 
s =  its specific gravity
M  =  a  function of the gradation (in mixtures)
Shape of particles, cohesiveness, etc.
Channel
Sb —  slope of bed 
f ( I f )  =  a  function of the bedding 
n =  roughness factor (e.g., in M anning’s formula) 
x, y, e =  coordinates, measured in direction of length, width, and 
depth, respectively 
Irregularities and obstructions to flow
Liquid
s0 =  its specific gravity (ordinarily 1.0) 
v =  its coefficient of kinematic viscosity 
F (M ) =  a function of the suspended load 
T  =  temperature of liquid 
a =  its surface tension
Flow of Liquid
V  =  velocity (components u, v, w in directions x, y, z)
Vm =  mean velocity in direction of x  unless otherwise stated 
V„ =  bottom velocity in direction of x  unless otherwise stated 
rj, Ç =  vorticity or eddy components 
D =  depth 
M =  hydraulic radius
S  =  surface slope 
Q =  discharge 
t  =  time
Load
G — capacity
L  — load (depends upon availability of materials for movement, upon 
rate of movement of solid m atter, etc.)
Observation, Interpretation, and Definition
In  this category falls the “ personal equation.”  I t  includes, fo r ex­
ample, personal singularities in observing and interpreting or describing 
the details of a  particular set of conditions which obtain before and 
after a sequence of events (whose very description is often subject to 
the same kind of error). Simply, perhaps, it  includes the various com­
binations of observing a  condition or state, defining it, and interpreting  
subsequent observations consistently in the light of tha t definition. I t  
is that potential source of error in all experiment and in perhaps every
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language! which may be responsible for much of the heated controversy 
aired in the guise o f science.
Measurement
Variables introduced by the limitations of instruments and apparatus 
used.
These variables are obviously not all independent nor are they 
of equal importance, but the very element of choice in the selection 
of the determinants of transportation gives rise to different 
“ theories.”
The natural course in the development of a “ theory” to explain 
the phenomena of traction—since there appear to be so many 
possible variables—would be to consider the fewest number of 
variables as determinants and to try  that “ theory”  by comparing 
“ theoretical deductions” with observations. Then, as tools of ob­
servations, control devices, and methods of analysis were developed, 
other variables—neglected in developing the first “ theory”—would 
be considered and another 1 ‘ theory, ’ ’ new or improved, would evolve 
to be tested in a similar way.
A more elegant procedure, probably, would be to state the in­
dependent hypotheses which are fundamental to the theory, and 
to determine by experiment the effects of non-conformity and 
necessary simplifications upon the final results.
8. Observations of Gugliehnini and Frizi.—Guglielmini (1697) 
and Frizi (1762) had observed that as streams approached the sea 
their slopes became flatter, that the “ force of the stream” 6 became 
greater as the streams united, and that the size of sediments became 
smaller. Guglielmini concluded that the sediments became smaller 
because the larger stones and boulders in the mountain torrents 
were fractured and worn down, in the course of their travel to the 
sea, until they became the sands and silts which existed at the 
river’s mouth. Frizi disagreed with this hypothesis and attempted 
to show by experiments that “ the shock and mutual collision of 
stones with each other and with running water may well smooth 
and, sometimes polish them, and thus in some measure diminish
6 I n  re fe rr ing  to the use of the te rm  “force of the  stream ,” F riz i explains th a t  Gugliel­
m in i had  in  m ind the velocity of the stream . A t this early  period little was definitely 
know n about the d istribution of velocities in  open channels. Both  of these early investi­
gators believed th a t  the  bottom velocity w as greatest and  th a t  the velocity varia tion  was 
in  accordance w ith  Torricelli’s theorem. Mariotte, in  1686 (or 170 0 ?) ,  had  m aintained  
th is  view w as incorrect, b u t  i t  was not un til the time of D u B u a t (1780) and  B ern ard  
(1787) th a t hydraulic ians acquired notions regard ing  velocity distributions which were 
m ore nearly  like ou r own.
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their bulk, change their shape, and lessen their surface, . . . but 
they can never reduce them to sand, or to powder.” 7
Guglielmini stated two rules: “ the greater the quantity of water 
that a river carries, the less will be its fall; and, the greater the 
force of the stream, the less will be the slope of its bed.” 8
Prizi stated that “ there must be a certain degree of agitation 
proportioned to the weight, to the mass, to the figure, and to the 
superficies of the particles of earth, and of sand, to keep them al­
ways united and incorporated with w ater; it is evident, that, when 
the waters are equally turbid, or nearly so, and the portion of 
earth or sand in an equal quantity of water is always the same, the 
sediments may be kept afloat without making deposites, as often 
as, in the bed of the recipient, the force and the rapidity of the 
water are the same before and after the junction of the tributary.” 
Further, “ the bottom of the recipient will be equally established 
above and below its junction with a tributary, if the sines of the 
slopes are reciprocally in proportion to the quantities of water.” 9
These two pioneers in the investigation of river problems stated 
their rules bearing on the transportation of sediment and detritus 
in terms of discharge and slope.
9. Competent Velocity.—DuBuat (1786), Bouniceau (1845), 
Blackwell (1857), Gras (1857), Lechalas (1871), Suchier (1874), 
Deacon (1894), and Kennedy (1895), among the earlier investi­
gators, and Schaifernak (1922), Fortier and Scobey (1926), Lacey 
(1930), Ho (1933), and Tu (1934), among the later ones used either 
the bottom velocity or the mean velocity of the water as the prin­
cipal determinant of competence in traction. Gras, Lechalas, 
Kennedy, and the recent investigators have considered the bottom 
velocity, or the mean velocity and depth of flow, as the important 
variables.
(a) D uB uat’s Experim ents
Perhaps the earliest quantitative experiments to determine the 
velocities which would cause movement of granular materials in 
an open channel were those reported by DuBuat in 1786.10 His 
experimental channel was 140 feet long, made of 3 in. by 18 in.
7 Frizi, P ., “Treatise on R ivers and  T orren ts  w ith  the Method of R egulating  the ir 
Courses and  Channels,” (1762 and  1770 ). E nglish  transla tion  by Maj. Gen. John  
G arstin , (1818) p. 11 ff.
8 Guglielmini, Dominique, “ O pera Omnia” (1 7 1 9 )— De Flum en N a tu ra  (D ated  April 
10, 1697)— Book V. Prop . I I .  (Quoted by Frizi, Op. cit., p. 83.)
9 Frizi, Op. cit., p. 83.
10 D uB uat,  L. G., “P rincipes d ’H ydrau lique  (1786) Vol. 1, p. 57 (Quoted by Hooker,
E . H ., “The Suspension of Solids in  Flowing W ater ,”  Transactions, Am. Soc. C.E.,
36 :239-340 (1896).
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T a b l e  1
S u m m a r y  o f  E s t i m a t e d  C o m p e t e n t  V e l o c it ie s  f o r  T r a c t io n
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vf
1/8
f
1/4
0.2 0.3
ni
1/2
0.75
1.0
1.2
0.3 0.4
c
1
1.0 0.93 0.4 0.6
VC
2
1.10 0.6 0.8
anules 0.4 0.4 1.52 0.8 0.8 1.1
4
f
8
0.6 1.75*-3.00* 2.6 1.0 1.4
m
16
1.1 1.6 3.03.0
2.0
3.9 1.4 2.0
c
32
2.1 2.1 3.53.7
3.9
5.2 1.9 2.7
VC 3.2 o o 1.75- 2.50-
-2.50*
-2.75 3.3
5.2
6.2
2.75-3.00
2.75-3.00 4 .9  4.8
5.6 
6.6 5.9
25 6
S p e c if ic  2 .5 4  2 .0*  2 .53  2 .7  i  s  o 7
g r a v i t y  2 .6 4  2 .6  2 .69
(1 ) D uB uat, L. G., “ P rincipes d ’H ydrau lique ,"  1786, pp. 94-98.
(2 )  B ounieeau, “E tude  su r  la  Navigation, etc.” [Quoted by Hooker, E. H ., Transactions,
Am. Soc. G.E., V. 36, p. 244 (1 8 9 6 ) ] .
(3) Blackwell,— M inutes o f Proceedings, In s t.  C.E., V. 82, p. 48 [Quoted by H ooker Op.
Cit. p. 249].
(4 ) Gilbert, G. K., “The T ranspo rta tion  of Debris by R u n n in g  W ater ,” pp. 69-71.
(5 ) Sainjon, M .,— A nnales des P o n ts  et Chaussees, 1871 (1 ) p. 33 [Quoted by Hooker,
Op. cit., p. 308 ],
(6 ) Suchier,—  (Quoted by Forchheim er, “H y d ra u lik ” ).
(7 ) Schaffernak, F ., “Neue G rundlagen fü r  die B erechnung  der Geschiebebewegung” p.
14 (1922).
(8 ) K ram er, H ., “ Sand M ixtures and  Sand Movement in  Fluvial Models,” Proceedings,
Am. Soc. C.E., April 1934.
** Sizes of g rains have been estimated from  descriptions of materials.
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planks 12 ft. in length, and was arranged so that it could be made 
either rectangular or trapezoidal in cross section. With the trape­
zoidal inserts the channel was 6 in. wide at the bottom and 3.2 ft. 
wide at the top.
Surface velocities were measured with floats by noting the time 
required for the floats to traverse a distance of 64 ft. Bottom 
velocities were determined first by noting the time of passage of a 
small ball of mastic (specific gravity 14/13) over the same reach, 
but it was found later that red currants were more suitable.
A summary of the results reported by DuBuat is shown in Table
1. He observed that a velocity of about 1 ft. per sec. “ was sufficient 
to produce sand waves in a bottom whose grains were large enough 
to be easily visible. He describes these furrows as perpendicular 
to the longitudinal axis of the current with a short steep down­
stream face and a long gentle posterior slope.” 11
(b) Studies by Gras and Lechalas
Scipion Gras12 suggested that a pebble on the bottom of a stream 
is displaced by the impulsion of filaments which strike it, and that 
movement will take place when the velocity of those filaments ex­
ceeds the critical “ speed limit of traction.”  This critical speed 
limit or competent velocity depends, according to Gras, upon the 
density, volume and form of the pebble, and also upon the density 
of the liquid and the depth of the current. Upon these hypotheses 
he explained that a non-saturated stream tends to become saturated 
and, in doing so, tends to select its materials from the finer grain 
sizes.
C. Lechalas13 took exception to the theory attributing suspension 
of solid particles to relative velocities. He argued that transporta­
tion was due to impulses of water filaments moving more rapidly 
than the particles, and he attributed suspension to the action of 
eddies and vortices. He distinguished between transportation of 
solid matter by traction and by suspension, and assumed that the 
tractive force was proportional to the square of the velocity for 
given size, shape, density, and bedding of sand grains. For the 
sands of the Loire he assumed a critical bottom velocity, V 0, of 0.25 
m. per sec. (0.8 ft. per sec.).
11 Hooker, Op. cit., p. 242.
12 GTas, Scipion, “E tudes  su r  le Torren ts  des Alpes.” A nnales des P o n ts  et Chaussees, 
1857 (2 )  :l-96 .
13 Lechalas, C., “Les R ivieres a F ond de Sable.”  Annales des P o n ts  et Chaussees, 
1871 (1) :381-431.
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Lechalas assumed further that the discharge of sand is propor­
tional to this tractive force and proposed the following formulas 
for the rate of advancement of a sand ctest, d, in m. per sec., based 
on the Loire observations:
d =  0.00037 (F„2 — 0.06) for 0.25 <  V 0 <  0.55 m. per sec. (1) 
and
d =  0.00037 V02 for Va >  0.55 m. per sec. (2)
It will be seen later that the form of these equations is in perfect 
agreement with observations by Schaffernak in 1922.
(c) Observations in India
Kennedy’s observations14 in India on irrigation channels which 
were neither silting nor scouring—regime channels—led him to 
suggest that the critical velocity, for a given grade of silt, was a 
function of the depth of flow. The formula which he proposed is 
of the type
7  =  C f l"  (3)
in which
V =  the mean critical velocity, ft. per sec.
D — the depth of flow, ft.
C —  a constant (depending upon the character of the silt) ;
Kennedy’s value of C — 0.84.
n =  a constant; Kennedy’s value of n =  0.64.
Similar studies have been carried on in India, following more 
or less closely the work of Kennedy. A summary of values of C 
and n, proposed on the basis of these observations, is shown in 
Table 2.
T a b l e  2
V a l u e s  o f  C a n d  n  i n  F o r m u l a  3 
Lacey, Gerald, ‘ ‘ Stable Channels in Alluvium, ’ ’ Minutes o f Proceedings, Inst.
C. E., 229:259-384 (1930)
c n Authority Source of Data
0.84 0.64 Kennedy Upper Bari Doab Canal, P unjab
0.91 0.57 > > Shwebo Canal, Burma
0.67 0.55 i j Godaveri Western Delta, Madras
0.93 0.52 1 7 K istna Western Delta, Madras
0.95 0.57 Lindley Lower Chenal Canal, Punjab
0.39 0.73 Ghaleb Egypt
14 Kennedy, R. G-., “ On the Prevention  of Silting in  I r r ig a tio n  C hannels,” M inutes of 
Proceedings, In s t.  C.E., 119:281-290 (1 8 9 5 ) .
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Lacey15 concluded, on the basis of his studies of observations 
made in India, that “ all stable silt-transporting channels of the 
same stable mean velocity have geometrically similar shapes; . . . 
[that] the wetted perimeter of a stable silt-transporting channel 
varies as the square root of the discharge; . . . [that] for a given 
discharge and given silt factor . . . the cross-sectional area, wetted 
perimeter, and slope of a stable channel flowing in and transport­
ing its own silt are uniquely determined; . . .  [and that] the rugosity 
coefficient in Manning’s formula is a simple function of . . . the 
average size of the silt particles.”
(d) Observations in the United States
Fortier and Scobey,16 discussing the subject of permissible canal 
velocities chiefly on the basis of opinions of irrigation engineers as 
determined from their experience, stated that the determination 
of permissible velocities is not possible from data on transporting 
velocities or mere non-silting velocities. Materials easily transport­
ed may be difficult to scour because of the presence of colloidal 
material, clay, or other binding substance, or because they become 
bedded to form a dense lining for the channel.
They maintained that velocities calculated on the basis of Ken­
nedy’s formula “ would not be acceptable to engineers designing 
and operating canals in the United States. They would be con­
sidered too low.” Commenting upon DuBuat’s competent bed 
velocities, they stated that “ these velocities are usually less than 
one-half the velocities now accepted by irrigation engineers. . . . 
Although the velocities along the bed of a flume, such as that used 
by DuBuat, would be less than the mean velocities, still the differ­
ence would not be sufficient to account for the great difference be­
tween [DuBuat’s competent bottom velocities] and those given by 
various authorities as determined from actual practice.” 17
Fortier and Scobey compiled the data shown in Table 3 from 
replies to a questionnaire which was submitted by the Special 
Committee on Irrigation Hydraulics of the American Society of 
Civil Engineers.
The permissible velocities recommended by Fortier and Scobey 
are shown in Table 4. “ In soil gradations finer than gravels, it
15 Lacey, Gerald, “ Stable Channels in A lluvium,” M inutes o f Proceedings, In s t.  C.E., 
229:259-384 (1930).
16 Fortie r, S., and  Scobey, F . C., “Perm issible Canal Velocities,”  Transactions, Am. 
Soc. C.E., 89 :940-984 (1 9 2 6 ) .
17 F o r tie r  and  Scobey, Op. cit., pp. 940 and  943.
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T a b l e  3
P e r m i s s i b l e  V e l o c it ie s , i n  F e e t  p e r  S e c o n d , o n  T a n g e n t s  a s  S u g g e s t e d  by  
I r r ig a t io n  E n g i n e e r s  i n  A n s w e r s  to  Q u e s t i o n n a i r e s
Material
Alluvial silt 
P ine loam 
Fine sandy loam 
Fine sand 
Volcanic ash 
Coarse sand 
Fine gravel 
Coarse gravel 
Stiff clays 
Shales
Materials not listed in questionnaire 
Ordinary sandy
loam ........  ......................... ......................... ........ 2.75
Heavy clay loam ........ ......................... ......................................... 3.00
* C. C. Williams, Engineer, W enatchee Reclamation D istric t, W ashington.
1 Scobey, Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E . , 8 9 :9 4 7 (1 9 2 6 )
CO
a
tf
a;
PM
►J
bf>
pH
o
o
&
•+J
<1
bo
03
P5
5
%
'A P Â w W H d
d Ph i-î D a D
2 % - 2 % 4 .0 0 2 .00 2.00
2 .75 2.00 2 .00 1.80 2 .50
3.00 2.00 1 .50 2.50 2 .50 2.00
2 .50 2.00 1 .50 2 .50 2.00
3.00 2 .50 2.00 2 .75
2.75 3 .00 2 .50 3 . 0 0 ' 2.00
3.50 4 .00 2 .80 3 .00 3.50
5 .00 6.00 3 - 5 4.00
41/2-5 3 .75 2 .5 0 3.00 4 .00
6.00 7.00 21/2-4 3 - 6
T a b l e  4 
P e r m i s s i b l e  C a n a l  V e l o c i t i e s  
Fortier and Scobey, Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E . ,  89:955 (1926)
Velocity, in f t . per sec., a fte r  aging, 
of canals carrying:
W ater
transporting
non-colloidal
Clear W ater silts, sands,
Original material excavated water transporting gravels, or
for canal no colloidal rock
detritus silts fragments
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Fine sand (non-colloidal) 1.50 2.50 1.50
Sandy loam (non-colloidal) 1.75 2.50 2.00
Silt loam (non-colloidal) 2.00 3.00 2.00
Alluvial silts when non-colloidal 2.00 3.50 2.00
Ordinary firm loam 2.50 3.50 2.25
Volcanic ash 2.50 3.50 2.00
Fine gravel 2.50 5.00 3.75
Stiff clay (very colloidal) 3.75 5.00 3.00
Graded, loam to cobbles, when non-colloidal 3.75 5.00 5.00
Alluvial silts when colloidal 3.75 5.00 3.00
Graded, silt to cobbles, when colloidal 
Coarse gravel (non-colloidal)
4.00 5.50 5.00
4.00 6.00 6.50
Cobbles and shingles 5.00 5.50 6.50
Shales and hard-pans 6.00 6.00 5.00
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is recognized that the resistance to erosion depends on the cohesion 
between individual particles. For the gravels—fine, coarse, and 
cobbles—the resistance is by virtue of weight, shape, and density 
of units, aided by the mechanical obstruction afforded one unit by 
its mixture with others. . . . The difference between colloids and 
colloidal silts should be noted. The first will remain in suspension, 
even if all velocity be eliminated, for a long period of time, even 
years. The silts will precipitate under reduced velocities and 
possess sufficient colloidal matter to form a plastic, highly cohesive 
mass. Obviously, such water will have a marked influence on the 
final character of the canal bed for all gradations up to the shales 
where the original material is more resistant than any deposit of 
silts. In  Column (4), the figures indicate that water conveying 
abrasive sand or gravel will make some materials more resistant 
by furnishing the constituents needed for a graded bedding. On 
the other hand, shales or slick tough clays are themselves resistant, 
and this resistance is reduced when a powerful abrasive is contained 
in the water.” 18
(e) Summary
Table 1 shows a summary of the results obtained from a number 
of selected laboratory investigations and field observations in which 
competent velocities were reported for essentially uni-granular 
materials of different sizes.
10. Competent Slope-Dejith.—DuBoys (1879),19 drawing chief­
ly upon the work of Gras and Philippe Breton, suggested that “ the 
tractive force is proportional to the slope of the surface and the 
depth of the current. ’ ’ These two determinants of critical tractive 
force—slope of the water surface and depth of flow—have been 
accepted as the most important ones by many engineers since the 
time of DuBoys.
Observations by Krey20 indicated that bed load movement took 
place in measurable quantities if
d =  8 D S  (4)
in which d =  the diameter of particle moved,
18 F o r tie r  a nd  Scobey, Op. cit., pp. 954-955.
19 DuBoys, P .,  “Le Rhone et les Rivieres a  L i t  Affouillable,” A nnales  des P o n ts  et 
Chaussees, 1879 (2) :141.
20 W inkel, R ., “Die Grenzen der U ebertragbarkeit der V ersuchsergebnisse un d  die 
Modellahnlichkeit bei Flussbaulichen Yersuchswesen,” D ie Wcufserbaulaboratorien Europas, 
1926, pp. 59-61.
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D =  the depth of flow, and 
S  =  the slope of the water surface.
O’Brien and Rindlaub21 concluded, “ from a survey of most of 
the published data on bed-movement . . . that none of the equations 
for critical tractive force or rate of bed-movement is sufficiently 
reliable to be used for design.” Expressing the critical tractive 
force, in lb. per sq. ft., as
Tc =  w R S  (for conditions of impending movement) (5)
they stated that the linear equation which best fits the data is
Tc =  3.5 d (G)
in which
w =  the unit weight of water, lb. per cu. ft.
R =  the hydraulic radius of the channel, ft.
S  =  the slope of the energy gradient, 
d =  the median diameter of sand grains, ft.
“ Scattering of the experimental points resulting from differences 
in experimental technique, errors in observation, and mistakes in 
computing the tractive force are such as to make an elaborate 
analysis of the data unwarranted.”  Omitting Schaffernak’s data, 
the values represented by the constant 3.5 in the formula appear 
to range from about 1 to 5; including them, the highest value is 
about ten.
(a) Kramer’s Experiments
In  1931, Hans Kramer conducted a series of tests at the Preu- 
ssische Versuchsanstalt für Wasserbau und Schiffbau in Berlin to 
investigate the problems of sand movement in river models.22
The sands used in the tests consisted of well rounded quartz 
grains having a specific gravity of 2.70. Series I included grains 
smaller than 5 mm.; Series II, grains smaller than 1.77 mm.; and 
Series III, grains from 0.385 mm. to 5.00 mm.
The tests were conducted in a flume 14 m. (46 ft.) long, 80.7 cm. 
(31% in.) wide, and 30 cm. (12 in.) deep. The side walls were 
roughened by sprinkling sand grains 2 to 3 mm. in diameter on
21 O’B rien , M. P ., and  R indlaub, B. D., “The T ransporta tion  of Bed-Load by Stream s,” 
Transactions, Am. Geophysical Union, 1934 ( I I )  :593-603.
22 K ram er, H ans, “Modellgeschiebe u nd  Schleppkraft,” B ulle tin  9, P reussische V ersuch ­
sansta lt fü r  W asserbau un d  Schiffbau, Berlin, 1932.
K ram er, H ans, “ Sand M ixtures and  Sand Movement in Fluvial Models,” Proceedings, 
Am. Soc. C.E., April 1934. pp. 443-483.
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wet paint so that “ approximately 90 such grains adhered to every 
10 sq. cm. of wall surface.”
At the beginning of a test the sand was brought to a uniform 
slope of 1: 400, 1: 600, 1: 800, or 1:1000, and during the test the 
water surface was maintained constantly at the same correspond­
ing slope. Moist sand was spread on a distributing board and ‘ ‘ was 
brought uniformly to a 1-cm. slit at the upper edge of the board 
whence it seeped slowly into the water and was carried away. . . . 
The distributing board also served as a float for stilling the in­
flowing water. . . . The quantities [of sand] introduced and dis­
charged were measured in a tin vessel with a capacity of approxi­
mately 1 liter.”
Kramer proposed three classifications of movement: weak, if the 
smallest grains in motion on a surface of 1 sq. cm. can be counted 
by the observer; medium, if movement is no longer local in charac­
ter but is not yet strong enough to affect bed configuration and to 
move “ an appreciable quantity”  of material; and general, if the 
sand grains including the largest sizes are in motion and if “ an 
appreciable quantity”  of material is transported. General move­
ment corresponds to his “ lower limit of usefulness” which, pre­
sumably, is the tractive force—in grams per sq. m.—which exists 
at the beginning or end of general bed load movement.
On the basis of his experiments and a study of other observations 
Kramer proposed the formula,
_  100 d (s — s0) _ jjfj d (s — s0)
6 M M [ }
in which
jPc =  the critical tractive force, grams per sq. m. 
d —  arithmetic mean diameter of grain, mm. 
s =  specific gravity of the sand 
s0 =  specific gravity of the liquid 
M =
 the ‘ ‘ uniformity modulus ’ ’ determined as follows: 
Plot on Cartesian coordinates the sieve analysis 
curve showing grain diameters as abscissas and per­
centages by weight finer than a given size as or­
dinates. Divide the area to the left of the curve 
by a horizontal line through the 50 per cent or­
dinate and call the larger (upper) portion of the
http://ir.uiowa.edu/uisie/5
T a b l e  5
A b s t r a c t  or D a t a  S u m m a r i z e d  b y  K r a m e r  
A d a p t e d  f r o m  K r a m e r ,  1 ‘ S a n d  M ix tu r e s  a n d  S a n d  M o v e m e n t  i n  F l u v i a l  
M o d e ls ,  ’ ’ Proceedings, A m . Soe . C. E . ,  A p r i l  1 934 , p .  476 .
T c s d
Observed Specific Mean diam.
critical gravity of grain M d ( s - s o)
M
K
tractive
force
of sand mm. i
grams per 
sq. m.
H. Kramer
52 2.70 0.71 0.358 3.36 15.5
39 2.70 0.56 0.461 2.06 18.9
49 2.70 0.80 0.414 3.28 14.9
F. Scliaffernak
75 2.65 1.54 0.564 4.50 16.7
A. Schokolitsch
544 2.6 6.52 1.00 10.42 52.2
263 2.6 4.05 1.00 6.48 40.6
113 2.6 2.26 1.00 3.60 31.4
44 2.6 1.24 1.00 1.98 22.2
28 2.6 0.92 1.00 1.48 18.9
H. Krey
24 2.68 0.38 0.825 0.78 30.8
28 2.61 0.53 0.869 0.98 28.6
32 2.57 0.80 0.778 1.62 19.8
P .E .I. (Preussische Versuchsanstalt fü r Wasserbau und Schiffbau)
51 2.65 1.15 0.265 7.18 7.1
42 2.65 0.85 0.278 5.02 8.4
58 2.65 0.84 0.366 3.78 15.3
56 2.65 0.74 0.399 3.08 18.2
24 2.65 0.24 0.435 0.92 26.1
56 2.65 0.81 0.357 3.72 15.0
50 2.65 0.69 0.424 2.68 18.6
H. Engels
100 2.65 1.48 0.229 10.70 9.4
G. K. Gilbert
39 2.69 0.58 0.896 1.08 36.1
61 2.69 1.91 0.714 4.50 13.5
295 2.69 3.71 0.867 7.22 40.9
490 2.69 5.30 0.820 10.94 44.8
area A  and the smaller (lower) 
ratio of areas B /A  —  M.
portion B. The
A summary of the data upon which the formula is based is shown 
in Table 5.
He concluded that with moderate slopes the critical tractive force 
for a given material is constant; that the movability of a mixture 
is affected by both grain size and denseness [of mixture?] ; that
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the tractive force at which his designated “ excessive riffles” occur 
varies directly with the slope; and that well graded coarse mixtures 
reduce the tendency toward excessive riffles.
11. Relative Velocity and Vorticity.—Dupuit (1848), followed 
by Partiot (1871) and McMath (1879), argued that the suspend­
ing power—including as its lower limit competent traction— ‘ de­
pends upon the relative velocity of water filaments and is greater 
according as this relative velocity is greater.” 23 Partiot24 and 
McMath25 defended an hypothesis that vortices and eddies caused 
erosion of river beds and maintained sediments in suspension. 
Strictly, perhaps, the hypothesis of Dupuit is not necessarily iden­
tical with that of Partiot and McMath, for it is possible that the 
velocity gradient, (du /dz), be different from zero and at the same 
time that the vorticity
f)v. <Sw , n
11 =  (8j 
be equal to zero (two dimensional flow assumed). However, in 
turbulent flow of water under conditions competent for traction 
of sand grains it seems reasonable to expect that vortices and dis­
continuities would exist near the surface of the sand bed. In  this 
state, the hypothesis of relative velocities would approach the 
hypothesis of vorticity.
The effect of vortices and turbulence on the suspending power 
of flowing water is being studied further at the Iowa Institute of 
Hydraulic Research.26
12. Fluid Resistance to Moving Spheres.—The resistance offered 
to spheres moving at uniform speed through a fluid, a problem 
which is closely related to the problems of traction and suspension, 
has received considerable attention in physics and aerodynamics 
laboratories.
If a sphere moves at a constant velocity relative to a fluid, the 
force exerted on the sphere—as determined from the results of 
careful experiments—is expressed by the formula
23D upuit, J .,  “E tudes  theoriques e t  p ra tiques su r  le mouvement des eaux.” P a ris ,  
1848, p. 220.
24 Partio t, H . L., “Memoire s u r  les Sables de la Loire.” A nnales des P on ts  et 
Chaussees, 1871 ( I )  : 233-292.
25 McMath, R . E., “Theory and  Application of the Perm eable System of W orks for the 
Im provem ent of Silt-Bearing R ivers.” E ngineering  Neivs, Nov. 1, 1879. (O ther re fe r ­
ences mentioned by Hooker, Op. cit., p. 315.)
26 D jang, Gwoh-Fan, “Falling  of Bodies in a Stream  and  the Effect of Turbulence,” 
Thesis submitted fo r the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in  H ydrau lic  E ngineering  a t the 
S tate U niversity  of Iowa, 1935.
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(A dapted from L. Schiller, “Fallversuche m it K ugeln un d  Scheiben,” 
H andbuch  del* Experim ental Physik, Vol. 4, P a r t  2, p. 369)
F  =  ill —  d2 V 2 (9)
g
in which (using consistent units)
F  =  the force exerted on the sphere 
w/g  — r the density of the fluid 
d =  the diameter of the sphere
V —  the velocity of the fluid relative to the sphere 
a|> =  a dimensionless coefficient which is a
function of the Reynolds number (V d/v).
The relation between the coefficient, and the Reynolds number 
is shown in Fig. 1.
Newton (1719) is credited with being the first to express a re­
lation between the relative velocity of a fluid and the force which 
it exerts on a sphere. R. G. Lunnon speaks of this work as follows: 
“ Newton’s results are of much more than historical value, for two 
reasons. They are obtained from careful experiments which have 
never been repeated, and they contain a special value for the re­
sistance constant,
q  =  3t/16 =  0.196 (10)
which is a remarkably good one, well within the range of modern 
determinations. Yet it was derived from a theory which appears 
to have little or no validity; and no subsequent writer has proposed 
any theory at all. . . .  In the experiments, two hollow spheres 'Vvere 
allowed to fall from the dome of St. P au l’s; six were of glass, 13
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cm. in diameter and from 30 to 40 grms. in weight. Four were 
made from hogs’ bladders, of the same size and one-quarter the 
weight. The falls were arranged, and timed to within one-quarter 
of a second, or less,—the total time for about 80 meters ranging 
to 22 seconds. . . . ” 27
13. Jeffreys’ Mathematical Analysis.—Jeffreys (1929) has in­
vestigated as a hydrodynamics problem the lift which would be 
exerted by a perfect fluid upon a long cylinder resting on an in­
finite horizontal plane.28 He showed that the complex potential 
which describes the flow is
(I i T d / * -t \
w = ; t — V  coth (11)
in which
V =  the velocity of the stream parallel to 
the plane at infinity
w =  $  +  i ¥
d —  the diameter of the cylinder
z =  x  -)- iy.
F ig .  2 . F l o w  A r o u n d  C y l i n d e r  o n  a  P l a n e .  
A pproxim ation  o f flow n e t corresponding to Jeffreys’ solution
v> =  n ~ -  r  coth ^
27 Lunnon , R. G., “Flu id  Resistance to Moving Spheres,” Proceedings', Royal Society, 
(A) 110 :320  (1926 ).
28 Jeffreys, H ., “ On the T ran sp o rt  of Sediments in Stream s,” Proceedings, Cambridge 
Phil. Soc., 25:272-276 (1929 ).
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The flow net corresponding to this potential function is shown in 
Fig. 2.
Jeffreys showed further that the cylinder will be lifted if
( i + r ) r = i . m v >  » 4  (12)
that is if
V >  0.59 ~  5°)  gd (13)
in which29
s =  the specific gravity of the solid 
s0 =  the specific gravity of the fluid
In the case of a sphere there will be flow under the solid as well 
as over it, except at the point of contact of the sphere and the 
plane representing the bottom of the channel. The lift, therefore, 
will be less for the sphere than for the cylinder. The analysis, 
however, was made on the assumption that the fluid is a perfect 
one and that the motion is irrotational—in effect that the lift on 
the sheltered side of the body is the same as it is on the upstream 
side. Although this hypothesis is substantially correct at the very 
beginning of flow, eddies soon form on the sheltered side of the 
body, changing the flow pattern completely and materially reducing 
the lift on that side.
14. Capacity.—Most of the discussion in the foregoing para­
graphs has been directed to the problems of determining the re­
lation between the size of a particle and the competence for traction, 
that is, to problems dealing with particles in a state of impending 
motion due to the action of flowing water. Another problem of 
equal or greater importance is the determination of the relationship 
between the phenomena of stream flow and the nature, extent, and 
amount of movement of detritus. A lengthy discussion of the latter 
problem is not within the scope of this paper, but the present dis­
cussion would be incomplete without a brief mention of some of 
the representative investigations of the determinants of capacity 
and load.
29 Note: Expressing  the velocity, V ',  in  ft. per sec., the d iam eter of the cylinder, d  in 
mm., and  assum ing the fluid is w a ter, s0 =  1.0, the critical velocity which will ju s t  lift 
cylinder is V '  =  0.192 V  (s —  l ) d .
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(a) Baumgarten ’s Observations on the Garonne
Baumgarten’s report30 of his observations of a 45 mile reach of 
the Garonne River over a period of 11 years includes what is prob­
ably one of the first investigations to be made on the movement 
of detritus in flowing rivers. He observed that the gravel shoals 
in the river were similar to those which DuBuat had reported in 
his laboratory experiments, and he recorded their outline and rate 
of travel from year to year. His studies were obviously made with 
great care and they appear to have exerted considerable influence 
on later river studies.31
DuBoys (1879) assumed a wide stream of uniform depth under 
conditions of steady, uniform motion, and balanced the components 
of forces parallel to the bed. Considering a column of water 1 sq. 
ft. in cross section and D ft. high, weighing w lb. per cu. ft., and 
moving at uniform speed down a flat incline whose slope is S, the 
component down the plane—which he called the tractive force—is
Assuming next a single layer of identical stones placed in precisely 
the same way on the bottom he showed that the resistance offered 
by each stone to horizontal displacement is
30 B aum garten , M., “Navigation Fluviale, G aronne,” A nnales des P on ts  e t Chaussees, 
1848 (2 ) : 1-157. Hooker, Op. cit., p. 244, stated th a t  these are the first m easurem ents of 
discharge of detritus he was able to find.
31 H um phreys, A. A., and  Abbott, H . L., “The Physics and  H ydrau lics  of the Missis­
sippi R iver.” (1861) pp. 195-196.
(b) DuBoys’ Analysis
F —  tv D S  lb. per sq. ft, (14)
P =  K  w (« — 1) d3 (15)
in which
s =  the specific gravity of the stone 
d =  a measure of the size of the stone such that
the number of stones on 1 sq. ft. of bed is 1/d2 
K  =  a constant of proportionality.
(17)
(16)
P K  w (s ■— 1) d
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The term Q/P  is analogous to a coefficient of friction, according 
to DuBoys, and the particles will move if this coefficient is greater 
than the slope to which “ the bottom could be lifted in quiet water, 
without the pebbles which carpet it descending down the inclined 
face either by sliding or by rolling over one another.” 32
Letting F 0 denote the critical tractive force which would just 
cause movement of a single layer of particles and letting F  denote 
the actual tractive force exerted by the stream, DuBoys arrived 
at the following expression for G, the discharge of detritus per 
second per foot width of profile:
G =  WF (F —  F 0) (18)
in which is characterized coefficient of solid discharge which must 
be determined experimentally.
DuBoys summarized his study as follows:
“ The tractive force is proportional to the slope of surface and 
the depth of the current.
“ The mass of materials carried along will be greater in pro­
portion as they are smaller in dimensions.
“ The thickness of the layer in motion will be, in any case, pro­
portional to the tractive force.
“ The tractive force has the effect of placing the materials of the 
bottom in the same conditions as if they were on a more or less 
inclined plane. The small gravel moves more quickly than the large 
and occupies principally the upper part of the layer in motion.
“ If the tractive force diminishes, the larger materials forming 
the lower layer stop first.
“ The bottom of the bed arranges itself naturally so that the 
tractive force is constant when we go from one section to another. . . .
“ In symmetrical beds, we can properly always take the ex­
pression w D S  as the value of the tractive force.” 33
(c) Gilbert’s Experiments and Analysis
In  1914, Grove Karl Gilbert published a report34 of his experi­
ments on the transportation of debris by running water which 
were conducted with the assistance of B. C. Murphy at the Univer­
32 DuBoys, Op. cit.
33 DuBoys, Op. cit., T ransla tion  by Mrs. Nolan P age  w ith  changes to E nglish  system 
of units.
34 Gilbert, G. K., “The Transporta tion  of Debris by R u n n in g  W ater ,” Professional 
P aper  No. 86, U. S. Geological Survey (1 9 1 4 ) .
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sity of California during 1907-1909. The primary purpose of the 
investigation was “ to learn the laws which control the movement 
of bed load, and especially to determine how the quantity of load 
is related to the stream’s slope and discharge and to the degree of 
comminution of the debris.”
Gilbert’s experiments were conducted on a scale which has prob­
ably been unmatched by any other investigations of this kind. It 
has been estimated “ that the cost involved in this [Gilbert’s] re­
port was probably between the limits of $30,000 and $50,000. The 
records show that the bare cost of publication was $2,600 for 2,500 
copies of the report.” 35
Most of the tests—the total numbering in thousands—were con­
ducted in a wood flume 31.5 ft. long, 1.96 ft. wide, and 1 to 1.8 ft. 
high. The surfaces were planed and painted. The upper end of 
the flume was connected by a flexible joint to a tank which received 
its supply of water from a variable-width orifice operating under 
a constant head. Connected near the lower end of the flume was 
a cross trough 11 ft. long, 2.5 ft. wide, and 3 ft. deep which was 
itself supported so that the slope of the flume could be changed 
by raising or lowering this cross trough. The trough served to 
collect the sand which had been carried down by the water during 
a test.
The sand and gravel used were obtained from the Sacramento 
River, from the American River, and from Strawberry Creek in 
Berkeley. The mean specific gravity of the river material was 
2.69 and that of the creek gravel was 2.53. The materials were 
separated by sieves into eleven essentially uni-granular sizes of 
which the smallest was 0.31 mm. and the largest was 61 mm.
“ In the work of the Berkeley laboratory capacity for hydraulic 
traction was compared with discharge, with slope, depth, and width 
of current, and with fineness of debris; and minor attention was 
given to velocity and to curvature of channel. For the principal 
experiments a straight trough was used, the sides being vertical 
and parallel, the ends open, the bottom plane and horizontal. 
Through this a stream of water was run, the discharge being con­
trolled and measured. Near the head of the trough sand was dropped 
into the water at a uniform rate, the sand grains being of approxi­
mately uniform size. At the beginning of an experiment the sand 
accumulated in the trough, being shaped by the current into a
35 Kampmeier, R . A., “A  Critical Analysis of Grove K arl Gilbert’s The Transporta tion  
of D ebris by R u n n in g  W ater,” M aster’s thesis, 1933, The S tate U niversity  of Iow a, p. 14.
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deposit with a gentle forward slope. The deposit gradually ex­
tended to the outfall end of the trough, and eventually accumulation 
ceased, the rate at which sand escaped at the outfall having become 
equal to the rate at which it was fed above. The slope was thus 
automatically adjusted and became just sufficient to enable the 
particular discharge to transport the particular quantity of the 
particular kind of sand. The slope was then measured. Measure­
ment was made also of the depth of the current; and the mean 
velocity was computed from the discharge, width, and depth.
“ In a second experiment, with the same discharge, the sand was 
fed to the current at a different rate, and the resulting slope and 
depth were different. By a series of such experiments was de­
veloped a law of the relation between the quantity of sand carried, 
or the load, and the slope necessary to carry it, this law pertaining 
to the particular discharge and the particular grade of sand. The 
same experiments showed also the relations of the velocity of the 
current to the slope and load.
“ Another series of experiments, employing a greater or a less 
discharge, gave a parallel set of relations between slope, load, and 
velocity. By multiplying such series the relations between dis­
charge and slope, discharge and load, and discharge and velocity 
were developed.
‘ ‘ Then a third condition was varied, the width of channel; and 
finally the remaining condition under control, the size of the sand 
grains. Thus data were obtained for studying the quantitative 
relations between load, slope, discharge, width, and fineness, as well 
as the relations of depth and mean velocity to all others. . . , ” 36
In reviewing the controls of capacity as applied to straight chan­
nels, Gilbert stated that “ the immediate determinants of capacity 
are (1) the velocities of the current adjacent to the channel bed, 
(2) the widths of channel bed through which these velocities are 
effective in moving debris, and (3) the mobility of the debris con­
stituting the bed and the load. I t  was not found practicable to 
measure bed velocity, but measurement was applied to its two chief 
determinants, slope and discharge, and also to its intimate associate, 
mean velocity, and these have been discussed separately. Width 
has entered into the discussion chiefly as an associate of depth in 
the determination of form ratio. By reason of these and other 
inter-relations the six controls of capacity which have been dis­
36 Gilbert, Op. cit., p. 17.
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cussed—slope, discharge, fineness, depth, mean velocity, and form 
ratio—are not independent, and not all should appear in a general 
equation. Slope, discharge, and fineness being accepted as of pri­
mary importance, it is feasible to add but one of the others, and 
choice has been made of form ratio.” 37
Gilbert’s final expression for capacity—using different symbols, 
however—is,
G =  k f ( R ) (S  —  S„)a (<? — <?„)b (F —  F 0)° (19)
in which
G —  the total capacity of the stream, in grams per sec.
S =  the slope of the stream (water surface) in per cent.
S 0 =  the competent slope, in per cent.
Q =  the discharge, in cu. ft. per sec.
Q0 —  the competent discharge, in cu. ft. per sec.
F  — the linear fineness of the material, i.e., the num­
ber of particles which, laid side by side, occupy 
the linear space of 1 ft.
F a =  the competent fineness
f (R )  =  a shape factor, which is constant for a given 
ratio of depth to width of channel.
k, a, b, and c, are experimental constants.
a =  1.59 (mean of 92 determinations; range 0.93 to 
2.37)
b =  1.02 (mean of 20 determinations; range 0.81 to
1.24)
c =  0.58 (mean of 5 determinations; range 0.50 to 0.62)
In conclusion, Gilbert stated that “ it was the primary purpose 
of the Berkeley investigation to define for rivers the relation which 
the load swept along the bed bears to the more important factors 
of control. As a means to that end it was proposed to study the 
mode of propulsion and learn empirically the laws connecting its 
output with each factor of control taken separately. The review 
of results .. . shows that the primary purpose was not accomplished. 
In  the direction of the secondary purpose much more was achieved, 
and a body of definite information is contributed to the general 
subject of stream work. A valuable outcome is the knowledge that 
the output in fractional load is related to the controlling conditions 
in a highly complex manner, the law of control for each condition
37 Gilbert, Op. cit., p. 186.
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being qualified by all other conditions. . . .  I t  is possible that the 
chasm between the laboratory and the river may be bridged only 
by an adequate theory, the work of the hydromechanist. I t  is 
possible also that it may be practically bridged by experiments 
which are more synthetic than ours, such experiments as may be 
made in the model rivers of certain German laboratories.” 38
(d) Schaffernak’s Experiments
In 1922, Schaffernak39 published the results of his experiments 
on the transportation of detritus and presented bases for the cal­
culation of quantities of detritus transported by flowing water. He 
concluded that DuBoys’ expression for the quantity of detritus 
transported is valid only for fine-grained and uniform material, 
and that the coefficient, 'F, in DuBoys’ formula can not be reliably 
estimated for mixtures from known values for uni-granular ma­
terials. Schaffernak, therefore, attempted to determine by means 
of laboratory experiments, the relation between the capacity of a 
stream and its bottom velocity.
The experiments were conducted at the Yersuchsanstalt fur 
Wasserbau, Vienna, in a glass walled channel 100 cm. wide. The 
water was discharged through a bottom sluice 5 cm. high across the 
width of the channel, and flowed in a thin sheet over a planed 
wood floor 100 cm. long between the sluice and the sand pit. The 
sand pit was 50 cm. long and was provided with five transverse 
slats, supporting the sand, which could be raised to maintain the 
sand surface level with the approach floor.
Materials used in the tests were obtained from the Danube River 
and they had a mean specific gravity of approximately 2.7. The 
material was first separated on sieves ranging from 3 mm. to 100 
mm. clear opening and then, as required, was re-combined accord­
ing to four types of gradation curves as follows:
Type I.—Material of uniform grain size.
Type II.—Mixture having little fine material and a 
relatively large proportion of coarse parti­
cles.
W d  ^  r + ( p - i y = i .
38 Gilbert, Op. cit., p. 240.
39 Schaffernak, F ., “Neue G rundlagen fu r  die B erechnung  der Geschiebefvihrung in 
F lusslaufen .” F ran z  Deuticke, 1922.
40 d  =  size of g ra in  in mixture, d m ax  =  maximum gra in  size in  th a t m ixture, lOOp = ■ 
percentage by weight liner th an  size d.
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Type III .—Uniformly graded mixture.
W d  m ax  )  = P -
Type IV.—Mixture having little coarse material and 
a relatively large proportion of fine ma­
terials.
W d  m a x  — 1 ) 2 H - P 2 =  1 -
Figs. 3 to 7 show the results of Schaffernak’s observations of 
capacity and competent velocity.
Schaffernak observed that the individual grains of material 
showed their first signs of impending motion by vibrating or oscillat­
ing without actually being carried downstream by the water. The 
individual grains slid or rolled out of their original positions when 
the water acquired a bottom velocity approximately twice that at 
which the vibration or oscillation became apparent. Grains of sand 
and gravel tossed into the flowing water upstream from the sand 
bed were kept in motion across the bed at a velocity less than that 
which was required to cause the individual grains, initially at rest, 
to be moved from the sand bed. These particles, tossed into the 
flowing water, were kept in motion at a velocity approximately 30 
per cent greater than the velocity necessary to cause oscillation or 
vibration.
The tests indicated that after the critical bottom velocity has been
o
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G ra in  D i a m e t e r  -  mm.
F ig . 3. C o m p e t e n t  B o t t o m  V e l o c it ie s  f o r  U n i -g r a n u l a r  M a t e r ia l s  — T e s t s
b y  S c h a f f e r n a k .
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exceeded, the capacity is directly proportional to the square of the 
bottom velocity.41 Perhaps the most significant observation made 
in connection with the experiments and their application to con­
ditions in natural streams is that “ for granular materials smaller 
than 5 mm., in a natural stream with surface slopes remaining 
approximately constant, DuBoys’ formula is applicable for de­
termining the capacity of the stream. For gravels larger than 10 
mm., however, the relations herein developed hold true, namely, 
that after the critical stage of the river has been reached the ca­
pacity is a linear function of the depth of flow.” 42
Another observation relative to the differences in behavior of 
uni-granular materials and mixtures is interesting. “ It is ap­
parent from the curves that the experimental values for uni- 
granular materials show appreciably more scatter than do corre­
sponding values for mixtures. . . .  In  the case of a uni-granular 
material, especially one of large grain size, the individual grains 
move almost wholly by rolling over the bed and the movement is 
irregular because of the varied shapes of grains and irregularities 
in the stream bed. In the case of well graded mixtures the coarser
F ig  4. C a p a c i t ie s  f o r  T y p e  I  M a t e r ia l s  —  T e s t s  b y  S c h a i ’f e r n a k .
41 This was stated  analytically by Lechalas in 1871. See footnote 13, p. 14.
42 Schaffem ak, Op. cit., pp. 28-29.
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B e d  L o a d  -  Lb. per  ft.  sec.
F i g . 5. Ca p a c i t ie s  to r  T y p e  I I  M a t e r ia l s — T e s t s  b y  S c h a f f e r n a k .
B e d  L o a d  -  L b .  p e r  f t .  s e c .
F ig . 6. C a p a c i t ie s  f o r  T y p e  I I I  M a t e r ia l s — T e s t s  b y  S c h a f f e r n a k .
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F ig .  7. C a p a c i t i e s  f o r  T y p e  IV  M a t e r i a l s — T e s t s  b y  S c h a f f e r n a k .
grains exhibit a decided sliding motion—actually are pushed— 
across the relatively smooth bed. This is also the reason why graded 
materials have such a high capacity even if relatively little fine 
material is contained in the mixture. The so-called effective grain 
size is therefore not in the range of the larger materials, but rather 
it is to be found among the smaller grain sizes in the mixture.” 43
(e) Straub’s Analysis
Lorenz G. Straub, in 1932, proposed a rational theory for the 
transportation of bed load based on the hypothesis that the amount 
of material moved is a function of the transporting force and that 
the latter is definable by the hydraulic characteristics of the stream, 
therefore by a suitable open channel flow formula.44 “ One form 
of the equation obtained by the derivation is as follows:
G =  W (ti-VC1-8) QV5 (Q3' 5 —  Q0VS) (20)
where
G is the quantity of sediment transported along the 
stream-bed in pounds per unit width of channel.
Q is the discharge per unit width of channel.
Q0 is the discharge per unit with of channel (for slope 
i) at which sediment transportation begins,
43 Schaffernak, Op. cit., pp. 19-20.
44 S traub , L. G., “H ydrau lic  and  Sedim entary C haracteristics of R ivers,” Transactions, 
Am. Geophysical Union, Section of Hydrology, April 28, 1932: pp. 375-382.
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C is the roughness coefficient in an open channel-flow 
formula of the form
7  =  C B 2/5 i1/2 (21)
and ^  is the sediment characteristic, an experimental coefficient 
depending upon the size, specific gravity, and mechanical 
composition of the sediment.
“ The foregoing equations may be written in a number of other 
forms by use of the power open channel-flow formula previously
mentioned. Some of the other forms are as follows:
G =  XV (iV t/C 3) 7 3/2 ( 7 3/ 2 _ y o3/2) (2 2 )
G =  ¥  Q-2/3 C - 4 F 7/3 (y 7/3 _  y j /3 )  (23)
G =  'V Q1-* C - 1'2 i0-7 ( i0 .7 _ io0.7) (24)
G =  ¥  C - 4 (¿'2/3 y 2 (y 2 _  y 02) (25)
“ In each of these equations V0 represents the mean velocity at 
which bed sediment transportation begins; in form (24) the con­
dition is assumed to be that of a tilting flume in which Q is constant 
and i0 is the slope at which sediment movement begins.” 45
Straub showed that the formulas proposed tentatively in his 
paper apparently lead to results which are consistent with the ob­
servations of Gilbert, Schaffernak, and Kennedy. He stated, how­
ever, that neither the formulas proposed nor the comparisons are 
to be considered final, and that the studies are “ simply intended 
as an indication of the apparent possibilities of applying theoretical 
considerations to the problems of river dynamics.” 46
15. River Models.—Perhaps the most aggressive proponent of 
models i f  properly used in parallel with studies on the real river 
was the late J o h n  K. F r eem a n ,47 and certainly no one man has 
done more to make the results of model studies available to the 
engineering profession at large. To discuss Mr. Freeman’s influence
45 Straub, L. G., Op. cit.
46 F o r an extension of this study see S traub , L. G., “Effect of Channel-Contraction 
W orks upon Regimen of Movable Bed-Stream s,” Transactions, Am. Geophysical Union, 
Section of Hydrology, 1934 ( I I )  :454-463.
47 Freem an, John  R.. “Address a t the A nnual Convention, Hotel W entw orth  near 
Portsm outh , N. H ., J u n e  21st, 1922.” Transactions, Am. Soc. G.E., 85:1601-1630 
(1922).
“T he Need of a  N ational H ydrau lic  L aboratory  for the  Solution of R iver Problems, 
etc.,” Transactions, Am. Soc. C.E., 87:1033-1097 (1924 ).
DeThierry, G., and  Matchoss, C., “Die W asserbaulaboratorien  E u ropas .” V .D .I. Ver- 
lag, 1926.
Freem an, John  R., “H ydrau lic  L aboratory  P rac tice .” A.S.M.E. 1929.
Memoir of John  R. Freem an. Transactions, Am. Soc. C.E., 98 :1471  (1933).
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in bringing about a realization of the uses and limitations of models 
is not within the scope of this paper; to fail to mention his name 
in this connection would be an oversight indeed.
The first river model experiments of which the writer has found 
any definite record were conducted for the purpose of controlling 
the mouths of a river whose “ waters, divided into so many branches, 
lose the rapidity and strength which are required to sustain and 
push forward those heterogenous substances which they trans­
port,” 48 These experiments, conducted by M. Gennete in Holland 
in 1755, suggested to Frizi the relationship between velocity and 
discharge of a stream and served as the important link in his re­
statement of rules originally laid down by Guglielmini.49
Experiments by L. Fargue50 in 1875 upon a model river con­
structed near Bordeaux were followed some years later by experi­
ments on a model of the Mersey estuary by Osborne Reynolds in
1885.51 The latter experiments so much interested Mengin- 
Lecreulx, chief engineer of bridges and roads in France, that he 
built and tested a small scale, movable-bed model of the Seine in
1887.52 In 1891, Engels began his experimental work in Dresden 
and in 1898 he had a river laboratory which was instrumental in 
directing attention to the value of river models.53
Today the river-model laboratory is widely used in the search 
for solutions of problems in the regulation of rivers. There are 
many well-equipped laboratories—in Europe, in America, and more 
recently in Asia—which are engaged in many different phases of 
river hydraulics research.54
Fig. 8 shows a model of a seven-mile reach of the Mississippi 
River below Alton, 111., tested at the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic 
Research by a staff of the U. S. Engineer Department under the 
direction of Martin E. Nelson, Associate Engineer.
48 Frizi, Op. cit., p. 63 ff.
49 See Footnotes 8 and  9.
50 Fargue, L., “L a  Form e du L it des R ivieres a  Fond  Mobile.” P a ris ,  1908.
51 Reynolds, 0 ., “ On Certain Laws R elating  to  the  Regimen of R ivers and E stuaries  
and  on Small-scale Experim ents.” 3d In te rn a tio n a l N avigation Congress, F ran k fo rt,  1886. 
(R ef: B u reau  of Reclamation B ibliography).
52 F argue , Op. cit., p. 127 ff.
53 Die W asserbaulaboratorien  Europas, p. 43.
54 F o r a  list of c u rre n t projects studied in  Am erica see C urrent H ydrau lic  Laboratory  
Research , compiled and released semi-annually by the N ational H ydraulics  Laboratory, 
N ational B u re au  of S tandards , W ashington, D. C.
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F ig . 8. M o d e l  o f  M i s s i s s i p p i  R iv e r  B e l o w  A l t o n ,  I l l i n o i s .
Erodible bed model represen ting  seven-mile reach  of r ive r reproduced to 
horizontal scale of 1 :400  and  vertical scale of 1 :60 . Constructed a nd  tested 
a t Iow a In s ti tu te  of H ydrau lic  R esearch  by staff of U. S. E ng ineer De­
pa rtm en t u n d e r  the direction of M artin  E . Nelson, Associate E ngineer.
II. EXPERIMENTS AT THE IOWA INSTITUTE OF 
HYDRAULIC RESEARCH55
B y  C h it t y  H o and  Y u n -Ch e n g  T u
16. Apparatus and Material.—The tests were conducted in a 
glass-walled flume 30y2 in. wide, 3 ft. high, and 39 ft. long. A 
false floor approximately 16 ft. long was constructed with 6 in. 
plank laid crosswise of the flume. A sand pit, with its upstream 
edge about 10 ft. from the upper end of the false floor, was 2 ft. 
long in IIo ’s and 1 ft. long in T u’s installation. The depth of the 
pits could be adjusted to accommodate the samples of sands used 
in the experiments.
55 C hapter I I  is a  digest of theses submitted for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in  
H ydrau lic  E ng ineering  a t the  S ta te  U niversity  of Iow a by Chitty Ho, “D eterm ination of 
Bottom Velocity Necessary to S ta r t  E rosion in Sand” (1 9 3 3 ) ,  and  by Yun-Cheng Tfu, 
“ Sediment T ranspo rting  Pow er in  Open Channels” (1934).
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Quantities of flow were measured by a rectangular suppressed 
weir which had previously been calibrated by volumetric measure­
ments. Depths of flow were regulated by a tail gate which was 
located about 8 ft. below the sand bed and they were measured at 
the upstream edge of the sand bed by a vernier gage. Velocities 
in the stream were measured, by means of either a Pitot tube56 or
H o o k  q a q e
3 EP i e r  m o d e l s
£
Sand pit
&
F i g  9. S k e t c h  o p  A p p a r a t u s  —  T e s t s  b y  H o  a n d  T u .
a miniature current meter,57 directly over the sand bed and along 
vertical lines at the center and quarter points of the channel width. 
In general, velocities were measured at points 0.05, 0.10 and 0.20 
ft. above the sand bed, and beyond 0.20 ft. at intervals of 0.10 or 
0.20 ft. depending upon the depth of water. When the Pitot tube 
was used to measure velocities—as it was in the case of the higher 
critical velocities—measurements were also made at points 0.025 
ft. above the bed of the channel.
Pig. 9 shows the general arrangement of the apparatus used in 
the tests.
56 The P ito t  tube  used was an  ins trum en t w ith  a very short footpiece which was p ro ­
portioned and  calibrated by D. L. Yarnell, senior d rainage engineer, U. S. D epartm ent 
of A griculture, cooperating w ith  the Iow a In s titu te  of H ydrau lic  Research.
57 The m in ia tu re  c u r re n t  m eter was constructed and calibrated by C. H . Smoke of the 
U. S. E ng inee r D epartm ent, cooperating w ith  the Iow a In s ti tu te  of H ydrau lic  R esearch. 
The staff of the U. S. Eng ineer D epartm ent a t Iow a City is un d e r  the direction of M. E. 
Nelson, Associate Engineer.
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Four kinds of material were used in the two investigations: (1) 
sand from the Iowa River at Iowa City, (2) crushed limestone from 
a quarry at Iowa City, (3) Haydite obtained from the Haydite 
Corporation at Kansas City, and (4) a dune sand, known as Knox 
sand, obtained near North Liberty, Iowa. Sieves used in making 
the separations were of the Tyler series, and the corresponding 
diameters of openings and average diameters of particles are 
shown in Table 6. Specific gravities of the materials as separated 
into uni-granular sizes were as follows: (1) Iowa River sand, 2.64, 
ranging from 2.62 to 2.68; (2) crushed limestone, 2.66, sizes 4.0 
and 5.7 mm. only; (3) Haydite, 1.83, ranging from 1.78 to 1.88 
for the sizes 0.5 to 2.8 mm. which were used in the tests.
The Knox sand was used in the competent velocity tests in its 
natural proportions, not separated into uni-granular sizes. The 
mechanical analysis of samples of the sand showed that less than 
one per cent was coarser than 0.6 mm. and less than one per cent 
was finer than 0.07 mm. Approximately 42 per cent was coarser 
than 0.30 mm. and 90 per cent was coarser than 0.15 mm. The 
effective size was 0.15 mm., uniformity coefficient, 1.68, and specific 
gravity, 2.54.
17. Procedure.—The material to be tested was placed in the 
sand pit and its surface was brought to the level of the false floor 
by means of a straight-edge. Water was sprinkled over the surface 
of the sand to aid in smoothing and consolidating the materials 
and all excess material was removed before beginning the test.
The tail gate was raised and water was admitted slowly until a 
water cushion 5 to 6 in. deep had been formed over the sand, care 
being taken that the surface of the sand was not disturbed. The 
discharge through the flume was then regulated approximately to 
a predetermined amount, and, after conditions had become steady, 
the tail gate was slowly lowered. The tail gate was lowered slowly 
enough so that the flow conditions near the critical were not ap­
preciably unsteady. After each increment of lowering, the surface 
of the sand bed was observed carefully for the first signs of im­
pending movement. As soon as the particles of sand commenced 
to roll over the sand bed, the gate was held in the corresponding 
position and measurements were made of the velocities.
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T a b l e  6
N o m i n a l  G r a i n  S i z e s  o p  M a t e r i a l s  U s e d  i n  t h e  T e s t s  
Sieve No. Nominal diameter of opening Ave. diameter of grain
mm. in.
3 6.68 .263
4 4.70 .185
6 3.33 .131 
8 2.36 .093
10 1.65 .065
14 1.17 .046
20 .83 .0328
28 .59 .0232
35 .42 .0164
48 .30 .0116
65 .21 .0082
100 .15 .0058
in. mm.
.224 5.7
.158 4.0
.112 2.8
.079 2.0
.0555 1.4
.0394 1.0
.0280 0.7
.0198 0.5
.0140 0.35
.0099 0.25
.0070 0.18
18. Observations.—
(a) Competence
The first sign of impending movement was a vibration or oscilla­
tion of isolated particles. Ho observed that for a given discharge 
there was a considerable range of variation in depth and mean 
velocity over which the vibrating or oscillating state occurred, but 
that the “ transition from vibration to motion was narrowly limit­
ed. ’ ’ Tu reported that for large particles—3 to 6 mm. in diameter 
—there was a noticeable variation in depth and mean velocity be­
tween the stage of vibration and impending stream traction. After 
the latter critical condition had been reached, however, a small 
increase in mean velocity would set the whole bed in motion, some­
times sweeping away the top layer of sand grains. He reported 
further that for the small particles—0.4 to 0.8 mm. in diameter— 
the vibrating or oscillating stage was barely apparent, and that 
after critical conditions had been reached, a further increase in 
mean velocity caused increased bed load movement without the 
sudden sweeping of the surface layer of sand grains.
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(b) Velocity Distribution
Figs. 10 to 15 show the velocity distributions which existed in 
the section of the channel where competent conditions were first 
reached. Distances above the bottom of the channel are represented 
in terms of the depth of water flowing, and velocities are repre­
sented in terms of the mean velocity of the whole water prism.
In reducing the data it was assumed that the weir measurements 
of discharge were the most reliable, and all other measurements of 
quantity—determined from veloeity-depth curves—were adjusted 
proportionately. The mean value of the correction coefficients for 
adjusting the measured velocities was 0.98 as determined from 109 
sets of measurements by Tu. The mean absolute error of this co­
efficient was 0.02.
Ho found that the velocity distribution was essentially the same 
at each of the three sections during his tests of sands from 1.0 to 
4.0 mm. in diameter, inclusive. Before the tests of the crushed 
limestone and of sands 0.35, 0.5, 0.7, and 5.7 mm. in diameter were 
made, however, a half-pier model had been constructed in the chan­
nel at a point about 10 ft. upstream from the sand pit. As a con­
sequence the velocities along the center and right half of the chan­
nel were increased relatively so that critical conditions were reached 
in that quarter while the left side of the sand bed was still in a 
stable condition.
The adjtisted velocity distribution curves, shown in Figs. 10 to
15, are for those sections which first reached the critical or com­
petent state, and they do not, therefore, define the mean velocity 
distribution for the entire cross section of the water prism. This 
explains what may appear to be a mistake in cases where the average 
abscissa of the velocity distribution curve is greater than the mean 
velocity for the whole channel.
Throughout T u’s experiments there were two half-piers 2%  in. 
by 38i/2  in. in plan which had been placed in the flume, one on each 
side of the channel against the side walls. The downstream tips of 
the piers were 8.2 ft. upstream from the upper edge of the sand pit 
and Tu reported that in most of his tests there was no appreciable 
irregularity in velocity distributions due to the piers.
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F i g .  15 . D i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  V e l o c it ie s  a t  Co m p e t e n c e — T e s t s  b y  T u .
Abscissas show proportional ve loc ities ; o rd inates proportional depths. Horizontal 
divisions rep resen t one-tenth  the  m ean velocity, Y m, in  ft.  per sec. V ertical divisions 
rep resen t one-tenth  the  depth o f flow, d, in  ft.
(c) Effect of Diagonal Cleats on Floor of Channel
In  two series of tests using Iowa Eiver sand 0.5 and 0.7 mm. in 
diameter, Tu fastened six wood strips to the floor of the channel, 
three above and three below the sand pit. The strips were %  in. 
high, 11/4 in. wide, and 12y2 in. long, and they w^ ere placed diago­
nally across the channel from right to left at an angle of 45 degrees.
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The strips were laid with their ends along a line 3 in. from the 
edges of the sand pit leaving an unobstructed area 3y2 in. by 30y2 
in. on the false floor both above and below the sand bed. Tu re­
ported that the competent bottom velocity for the coarser sand was 
reduced from 0.63 to 0.52 ft. per sec. because of the strips, and 
that the competent bottom velocity for the finer sand was reduced 
from 0.57 to 0.47 ft. per sec. He noted also that the upper part 
of the velocity distribution curve was little affected by the dis­
turbance and that the sand movement near the upstream edge of 
the sand pit was more vigorous than that near the downstream edge.
(d) Summary of Observations
Table 7 shows a summary of observed velocities at points 0.025 
and 0.05 ft. above the bed of the channel under conditions of com-
T a b l e  7
S u m m a r y  o f  O b s e r v e d  V e l o c it ie s  a t  P o i n t s  0 .0 2 5  a n d  0 .05  F t .  A bove  
C h a n n e l  B e d  a t  C o m p e t e n c e
Diam. Dist. H o ’s observed velocities TV s observed velocities
of
grain
mm.
above
bottom
ft.
f t . per sec. 
Max. Min. Mean* Max.
ft. per 
Min.
sec.
Mean*
Iowa Eiver Sand,- 
5.7 .025
—specific gravity 2.64 
1.59 1.47 1.53 1.71 1.53 1.64
.05 1.94 1.83 1.88 1.95 1.74 1.84
4.0 .025 1.40 1.26 1.33 1.42 1.23 1.33
.05 1.66 1.51 1.60 1.65 1.35 1.53
2.8 .025 1.16 1.04 1.11 1.32 1.15 1.24
.05 1.37 1.24 1.32 1.52 1.26 1.42
2.0 .025 1.00 0.93 0.96 1.14 1.02 1.09
.05 1.20 1.10 1.13 1.27 1.14 1.22
1.4 .025 0.90 0.83 0.87 0.98 0.87 0.93
.05 1.06 0.98 1.01 1.08 0.94 1.02
1.0 .025 0.75 0.69 0.72 0.84 0.74 0.79
.05 0.84 0.78 0.80 0.98 0.83 0.88
0.7 .05 0.77 0.70 0.72 0.72 0.67 0.69
0.5 .05 0.62 0.55 0.59 0.67 0.60 0.64
0.35 .05 0.53 0.43 0.49 0.62 0.57 0.58
Crushed limestone, 
5.7 .025
—specific gravity 2.6 
1.57 1.46 1.51 1.80 1.46 1.64
.05 1.85 1.76 1.82 2.13 1.63 1.90
4.0 .025 1.36 1.25 1.32 1.49 1.37 1.41
.05 1.65 1.51 1.57 1.80 1.59 1.68
Haydite,
2.0
,—specific 
.05
gravity 1.83
0.84 0.75 0.79
1.4 .05 0.72 0.63 0.68
1.0 .05 0.64 0.58 0.61
0.7 .05 0.52 0.48 0.50
0.5 .05 0.49 0.42 0.46
* A rithm etic  m ean  of 8 to  10 observations on  sand and  crushed s to n e ; 4 observations on 
Haydite.
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petence. Four variables are apparent: (1) velocity, under com­
petent conditions; (2) elevation of the point of velocity measure­
ment above the sand bed; (3) the size of the grains; and (4) the 
apparent specific gravity of the material. The extreme range of 
velocity at a point 0.05 ft. above the sand bed was from 0.43 
to 2.13 ft. per sec. Indicated in the table are only two elevations 
at which velocities were measured—0.025 and 0.05 ft. above the 
bed of the channel. The extreme range of grain sizes was from
0.35 to 5.7 mm. average diameter, including in the largest sizes 
those which would just pass a No. 3 screen, and in the smallest 
sizes those which would just be retained on a No. 48 screen. In 
the two coarser sizes—4.0 and 5.7 mm.—tests were made using 
river sand and crushed limestone, introducing perhaps another 
factor, the shape of the grain. Materials with substantial differ­
ences in apparent specific gravity were used in the tests—Iowa 
River sand with a specific gravity of 2.64, and Haydite with a 
specific gravity of 1.83.
III. RESUME AND CONCLUSIONS 
By F. T. M a v i s
19. Analysis of Experimental Data.—The experimental data 
collected by Ho and Tu have been analyzed by purely empirical 
methods. If  the weight in water of a particle of given size is a 
direct measure of its resistance to displacement, then within the 
range covered by these experiments it is reasonable that the com­
petent velocity at a given point should be directly proportional to 
the square root of one less than the apparent specific gravity of 
the particle, (s — 1) %. Column (4) in Table 8 shows the variation 
of the quotient V_m/  (s ■—■ 1) % with the diameter of sand grain.
The values in Column (4) were then plotted as ordinates on 
logarithmic paper with the corresponding diameter of grain, in 
millimeters, as abscissas.58 A straight line with a slope of 4/9 
appeared to lead to the simplest expression of the variation within 
the limits of precision indicated by the plotted points.
In effect, the empirical formula which has been selected to be 
fitted to the data is
V y =  K  {s —  1 ) V* (26)
58 D iam eters of g ra in  have been expressed in  millimeters in  conformity w ith  the  p rac ­
tice of geologists.
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T a b l e  8
T a b u l a r  A n a l y s i s  o f  E x p e r i m e n t a l  D a t a
Diam.
mm. Material
Specific
gravity F 05 F 05 r .025
d s ( S - 1 )1 /2 < 2 4 / 9 ( s - l ) l / 2 ¿4/9 ( s - 1 )1 /2
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
5.7 Sand 2.64 1.47 0.68 0.55
y y 2.64 1.44 0.66 0.59
Crushed stone 2.66 1.46 0.67 0.54
y y y y 2.66 1.52 0.70 0.59
4.0 Sand 2.64 1.25 0.68 0.56
y y 2.64 1.20 0.65 0.56
Crushed stone 2.66 1.26 0.68 0.55
y y » y 2.66 1.34 0.72 0.59
2 .8 Sand 2.64 1.03 0.65 0.55
y y 2.64 1.11 0.70 0.61
2 . 0 y y 2.64 0.88 0.65 0.55
y y 2.64 0.95 0.70 0.62
Haydite 1.83 0.87 0.64
1.4 Sand 2.64 0.79 0.68 0.58
y y 2.64 0.80 0.69 0.62
Haydite 1.83 0.75 0.65
1.0 Sand 2.64 0.62 0.62 0.56
y y 2.64 0.69 0.69 0.62
Haydite 1.83 0.67 0.67
0.7 Sand 2.64 0.57 0.67
y y 2.64 0.54 0.63
Haydite 1.83 0.55 0.64
0.5 Sand 2.64 0.46 0.63
? t 2.64 0.50 0.68
Haydite 1.83 0.50 0.68
0.35 Sand 2.64 0.38 0.61
j  j 2.64 0.45 0.72
M ean  0 .6 7 ± 0 .0 2  0 .5 8 ± 0 .0 2
in which
Vy =  the competent velocity, in ft. per sec., at 
a designated elevation above the sand bed,
K  =  a function of the position at which the 
velocity is measured, 
d = t h e  diameter of sand grains, in mm.— 
uni-granular materials assumed, 
s —  the apparent specific gravity of the sand 
grains.
Column (5) of Table 8 shows that the value of K  for the 
velocity measured 0.05 ft. above the sand bed is 0.67 ±  0.02, and 
Column (6) shows that the value for the velocity measured 0.025 
ft. above the sand bed is 0.58 ±  0.02. Assuming that this part of 
the velocity-depth curve may be represented by a straight line, it
http://ir.uiowa.edu/uisie/5
follows that the competent bottom velocity, V0, in ft. per sec., 
would be represented by the empirical formula—within the range 
of the present experiments—
V0 =  l/2 di/9 (s — 1 )%. (27)
20. Summary and Conclusions.—There are many factors which 
enter into the problems of transportation of bed load by flowing 
water. In  the field these factors are generally not under control, 
observations are not easily made, and it is difficult to study the 
phenomena in detail. As a consequence, a study of field observa­
tions alone leads most directly to general, over-all rules which, 
though they are admittedly extremely useful under conditions in­
timately similar to those from which they were devised, are limited 
in their applicability and contribute little to the better under­
standing of the underlying phenomena. In  the laboratory, on the 
other hand, many of the variables which enter into traction prob­
lems can be controlled within narrow limits. Conditions can be 
varied readily, observations can be made relatively easily, and the 
effects of certain factors can be investigated in detail. However, 
the results of laboratory experimentation may be misapplied to 
problems in the field due, perhaps, to misstatement or over-generai- 
ization of the conclusions drawn from the experiments, or to mis­
interpretation or faulty application of these conclusions. I t  should 
be kept in mind that both the field and the laboratory have their 
limitations in the investigation of stream traction and similar prob­
lems; and that analytical methods, laboratory experiments, and 
field observations present different points of view which may be 
useful in attacking the problems.
An effort has been made to discuss briefly certain investigations 
which are believed to represent the various angles of approach to 
the problems of defining the conditions attendant upon regime 
channels or of determining the capacity of a stream under given 
conditions. A study of these investigations leads to the following 
conclusions:
1. There appear to be so many factors which may affect the 
movement of bed load that a single expression which considers a 
limited number of variables is not likely to be dependable over a 
wide range of conditions.
2. Field observations of regime channels in India have led to 
relationships which appear to have been rejected by American
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irrigation engineers as not agreeing with field observations of 
regime channels in the United States.
3. F riz i’s modification of Guglielmini’s rules, stated in 1697, 
pertaining to the regimen of streams near their junction is as fol­
lows: “ the bottom of the recipient will be equally established above 
and below its junction with a tributary, if the sines of the slopes 
are reciprocally in proportion to the quantities of water. ’ ’ If  this 
were modified to read . . to the six-sevenths power of the quan­
tities of water,”  it would agree precisely with Straub’s analysis 
for relatively large loads.
4. For the purpose of classifying laboratory tests for com­
petence in straight channels with rectangular section and normal 
velocity distribution there seems to be litt le choice between slope- 
depth and bottom velocity as the major factors.
5. For competent conditions, as determined by laboratory tests 
at the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research, the velocity of the 
water near the bottom of a laboratory channel was found to be a 
function of the diameter of the sand grain and its specific gravity. 
For uni-granular materials ranging from d =  0.35 mm. to d —  5.7 
mm. in diameter and for specific gravities s —  1.83 and s =  2.64, 
the velocity in ft. per sec. at a point 0.05 ft. above the bottom is 
given by
y  05 =  0.67 d4/ 9 (s — 1)%; and 
the velocity at a point 0.025 ft. above the bottom by 
V 025 =  0.58 d4/ 9 (s —  l )U.
By linear extrapolation the bottom velocity would be 
V0 =  i/2 (ZVfl (s _ l ) % .
6. Comparative studies of a river model and its prototype are 
recommended in the investigation of specific projects in which 
traction problems are important.
“ Nature, on the small scale and on the great, 
acts always by the same laws, and is ever an­
alogous to herself.”
-—P aul F rizi (1762).
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